Unit 9 Revision

1 Complete the sentences with the or zero article (–).

1 Please phone again later. Jill isn’t at (-) home yet.
2 It is generally believed that Thomas Edison was greatest inventor of all time.
3 The use of mobile phones at work is not allowed, I’m afraid.
4 Let me know when painters have finished with work in living room.
5 Why did no one tell me Jack was in hospital?
6 Who first observed that Earth moves around Sun?

2 Read the sentences and correct the underlined parts. Tick if an underlined part is correct.

1 He is one of the most successful film directors in world.

✓, the world

2 Was she scientist who studied the ecosystem in Gobi Desert in Asia?

3 Wendy invited us for the lunch tomorrow and wants to know if you like chicken.

4 The Queen Elizabeth met with President Bush for tea at the Windsor Castle in 2008.

5 Jason loves the animals and hopes to work as a vet the next year.

6 Sally has accepted the job in the Netherlands. She is leaving the home in a month.

3 Circle the correct option.

1 Carlos, which who that was here earlier, is our company director.
2 He is the physicist whose work was published in the academic journal I gave you.
3 The university which that where she studied is miles away from her home town.
4 The hardware on my PC, who that which was installed by an IT technician yesterday, is still not working properly.
5 The travel agency who which where I work is right across the street.
6 Just after midday, that when which I have my lunch break, I speak to Bill on the phone.
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4 Rewrite the sentences using relative clauses. Use reduced relative clauses where possible.
1 Is that the teacher? His ideas have been adopted by most experts.
   Is that the teacher whose ideas have been adopted by most experts?
2 The woman was selected for the research programme. She is from Denmark.
3 We met again in the Middle East. Pat was leading an expedition there.
4 Employers request new staff immediately. Those employers are listed here.
5 Galileo was an important scientist. He was born in Italy.
6 The information was provided on your web profile. The information was not correct.
7 The police officer is investigating the incident. The police officer is my brother.

5 Choose the correct option (a, b or c) to complete the sentences.
1 Is that the report which I __________ for you?
   a copied it  b copied that  c copied
2 The charity __________ in this brochure is the one I joined.
   a describing  b describes  c described
3 She’s the candidate __________ CV I’ve just looked at.
   a whose her  b whose  c which
4 We can’t take responsibility for any personal belongings __________ unattended.
   a left  b leaving  c are left
5 I still remember the day __________ I flew my first plane.
   a which  b when  c where
6 We sponsor young entrepreneurs __________ both potential and enthusiasm.
   a shown  b showing  c who shown